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Pair Of Salt Cellars, Sterling Silver, Avignon (france), 1750-1770

3 200 EUR

Period : 18th century

Condition : Excellent état

Material : Sterling silver

Length : 83 mm

Width : 70 mm (aux pieds)

Height : 50 mm
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Dealer

Galerie Verrier
Orfèvrerie, Objets d'Art et de Curiosités

Mobile : 06 61 34 71 40

rue de l'Amiral Roussin

Paris 75015

Description

- Pair of saltcellars

- Cast, welded and chiseled silver

- Avignon (France), circa 1750-1770

- Master silversmith IR, attributed to Jean-Etienne

Reynault (1755-1781)

- Length: 83 mm; width: 70mm; height: 50 mm -

Weight: 180 g (97 g & 83 g)

- Condition: Superb condition, very fresh carving

and mate, traces of agate on the flat parts.

- Pair of large oval salt cellars consisting of a salt

cellar set in a base. Under a molded border, the

ogee plinth is extended by rolled volutes forming

the feet joined by a jagged shell. Each foot

molding is lined with acanthus leaves.

- This very beautiful model of salt cellar derives



from the Parisian model of Aymé Joubert ([5,

p.128 n°66-71]), but differs from it by an

assumed rocaille style made of curves and

counter-curves underlined by a decoration of

acanthus leaves, a local interpretation of the

rocaille style. They differ nevertheless from the

local production by a cast technique instead of the

usual repoussé and a rich chiseled decoration,

which make these salt cellars one of the most

beautiful referenced models. An identical pair,

from the same goldsmith, is photographed in

Claude-Gérard Cassan's book "Les orfèvres

d'Avignon et du Comtat Venaissin".

- Hallmarks (under the salerons): Town hallmark

d'Avignon: A with three-point crown [1, p.10];

Master goldsmith: I, R with three-pointed crown

[1, p.10]. Hallmarks made during the 17th and

18th centuries bear the goldsmith's mark struck

twice, indicating that the silver grade is at the

highest grade, and a town hallmark, a crowned

letter A. It seems that each goldsmith had his own

stamp of recognition of the city
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